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  Titanic Hourly History,2016-04-03 It has been more
than one hundred years since the RMS Titanic sank to the
bottom of the North Atlantic ocean. The disaster has
captivated history buffs and non-history buffs alike, and it
is easy to see why. Some of the most illustrious people of
the day were on board: some survived, and some did not.
Legends abound about whether the ship’s maiden voyage
was cursed. And then there is the ship itself: arguably the
most luxurious vessel to ever travel oversea. Inside you will
read about... ✓ Conceiving of and Building the Titanic ✓ The
Ship of Dreams ✓ Setting Sail ✓ The Passengers ✓ The
Iceberg and the Sinking ✓ The Aftermath ✓ The Titanic
Remembered and Re-Discovered The disaster holds secrets
and stories of love and bravery, cowardice and greed.
Explore these and other themes that surround the sinking
of the grand ship, Titanic.
  Titanic, The Emily Rose Oachs,2019-08-01 Most people
know the Titanic from television or movies. But there are a
few things that Hollywood left out. This high-interest title
takes readers on a journey across the ocean to explore the
Titanic’s history, from when it was built to its resting place
on the ocean floor. Maps, graphs, profiles of recent
discoveries, and other features provide a look into what
went wrong on this ill-fated ship.
  Farewell, Titanic Charles Pellegrino,2012-01-20 On the
100th anniversary of the Titanic's sinking, a prominent
Titanic researcher offers a final chance to see the ship
before it disappears forever The Titanic was the biggest,
most luxurious passenger ship the world had ever seen; the
ads proclaimed it to be unsinkable. When it sank in April
1912 after hitting an iceberg, killing more than 1,500
people, the world was forever changed and the public has
been spellbound ever since. Now, a century later, the
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Titanic is about to disappear again: its infrastructure is set
to collapse in the next few years. In this book, scientist
Charles Pellegrino offers what may be the last opportunity
to see the ship before it is lost to the seas for eternity. The
last book to be written while survivors were still alive and
able to contribute details, Farewell, Titanic includes many
untold stories about the sinking and exploration of the
unsinkable ship. Author Charles Pellegrino provided source
material for James Cameron's Oscar-winning Titanic film,
which is being re-released in 3D at the same time as the
book Includes 16 pages of never-before-published full-color
photographs of the sunken vessel Includes all-new
information about the Titanic research that has been
carried out in the last decade Written by a New York Times
bestselling author who participated in the post-discovery
analysis of the Titanic's remains during the expedition that
immediately followed Robert Ballard's Titanic discovery in
1985
  Titanic’s Last Hours Meish Goldish,2018-01-01 From
the moment the iceberg was spotted, at 11:40 P.M. on
April 14, 1912, the Titanic’s fate was sealed. Its 2,200
passengers and crew, in the course of two momentous
hours, would meet their destiny in the icy, black waters of
the North Atlantic. As the moments passed and the reality
of what was happening began to sink in, the crew would
make heroic efforts to save as many passengers as
possible. In the end, however, the great ship would exact a
harrowing toll from all on board. Titanic’s Last Hours: The
Facts is a riveting account of the last two hours the
supposedly unsinkable ship was afloat. Beginning at 11:40
P.M., the book relives the events set in motion after the
brush with the iceberg and culminates with the sinking of
the ship at 2:20 A.M. The fascinating moment-by-moment
action along with large-format color images, maps, and fact
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boxes bring the nail-biting tension that passengers and
crew must have faced in those final hours fully to life.
Titanic’s Last Hours: The Facts is part of Bearport’s
Titanica series.
  The Titanic Charles River Charles River
Editors,2017-01-11 *Includes dozens of pictures *Describes
the construction of the Titanic, life aboard the ship during
its maiden voyage, the sinking of the ship, rescue efforts,
and the discovery and exploration of the wreck *Includes
accounts written by passengers, crew members, White Star
Line officials, and explorers of the wreck *Includes a
bibliography for further reading I cannot imagine any
condition which would cause a ship to founder. I cannot
conceive of any vital disaster happening to this vessel. -
Captain Edward J. Smith Just before midnight on April 14,
1912, the RMS Titanic, the largest ship in the world, hit an
iceberg, starting a chain of events that would ultimately
make it history's most famous, and notorious, ship. In the
over 100 years since it sank on its maiden voyage, the
Titanic has been the subject of endless fascination, as
evidenced by the efforts to find its final resting spot, the
museums full of its objects, and the countless books,
documentaries, and movies made about the doomed ocean
liner. Thanks to the dramatization of the Titanic's sinking
and the undying interest in the story, millions of people are
familiar with various aspects of the ship's demise, and the
nearly 1,500 people who died in the North Atlantic in the
early morning hours of April 15, 1912. The sinking of the
ship is still nearly as controversial now as it was over 100
years ago, and the drama is just as compelling. The Titanic
was neither the first nor last big ship to sink, so it's clear
that much of its appeal stems from the nature of ship itself.
Indeed, the Titanic stands out not just for its end but for its
beginning, specifically the fact that it was the most
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luxurious passenger ship ever built at the time. In addition
to the time it took to come up with the design, the giant
ship took a full three years to build, and no effort or cost
was spared to outfit the Titanic in the most lavish ways.
Given that the Titanic was over 100 feet tall, nearly 900
feet long, and over 90 feet wide, it's obvious that those who
built her and provided all of its famous amenities had
plenty of work to do. The massive ship was carrying
thousands of passengers and crew members, each with
their own experiences on board, and the various amenities
offered among the different classes of passengers ensured
that life on some decks of the ship was quite different than
life on others. Almost everyone is familiar with what
happened to the Titanic during its maiden voyage and the
tragedy that followed, but the construction of the Titanic is
often overlooked, despite being an amazing story itself, one
that combined comfort and raw power with the world's
foremost technological advances. Nonetheless, the seeds of
the Titanic's destruction were sown even before it left for
its first and last journey. Similarly, the drama involved with
the sinking of the Titanic often obscures the important
aftermath of the disaster, particularly the several
investigations conducted on both sides of the Atlantic that
sought to figure out not only why the Titanic sank but
future changes that could be made in order to protect ships
and passengers in the future. In fact, the course of the
investigations was interesting in itself, especially since the
British and Americans reached wildly different conclusions
about what went wrong and led to the ship's demise. The
Titanic examines the entire history and legacy of the ship,
from its construction to its sinking, as well as the
investigations and changes that followed, the discovery of
the wreck in 1985, and even the current events
surrounding the ship. Along the way, life aboard the Titanic
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is analyzed through passengers' accounts, as are the tales
of survival and death that continue to resonate. Along with
pictures of important people, places, and events, you will
learn about the Titanic like never before, in no time at all.
  The Rescue of the Third Class on the Titanic David
Gleicher,2006 This work seeks to understand why a
disproportionately large number of third class passengers,
particularly women and children, died during the sinking of
the Titanic in relation to the first and second classes. It
examines the gender, class, social, and cultural factors that
influenced this disparity. It aims to uncover both why and
how five hundred and thirty one third class passengers
died on the night of April 14th 1912. A key area of focus is
the difficult relationship between the ship's authorities and
the men of the third class, and the extent to which this
determined the fate of passengers during the rescue
efforts. The introduction asks 'Who were the third class
passengers?' and uses ethnic and economic backgrounds to
suggest the third class belonged to the 'Old Immigration'
wave of migrants, rather than the contemporary 'New
Immigration' of the first and second. The first chapter
concerns the exclusion of third class narratives in the
'popular story' of the Titanic. Chapters two through seven
determine the whereabouts of the third class during every
stage of evacuation, and flags the discrepancies in
testimonies from both the British and American inquiries.
Chapter eight provides a conclusion, which claims the
'popular story' includes a great many falsehoods with
regard to the third class - including their treatment by
crew, their behaviours, and their survival rates. The first
appendix tables nationalities into regions; the second
outlines the twenty routes to the lifeboats, as testified by
one of the Titanic design architects; and the third provides
deck plans for every level of the ship.
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  Titanic, A Very Peculiar History Jim Pipe,2011-12-13
It boasted libraries, palm trees, swimming pools, a 50-
phone switchboard and was nearly as tall as the Eiffel
Tower… No, she's not a skyscraper, she's the Titanic!
Marking the centenary of the sinking of the White Star
Liner RMS Titanic in 1912, 'Titanic, A Very Peculiar
History' delves into the human stories of both crew and
passengers and the incredible feats of engineering and
design involved in the ship's construction. The ebook also
takes a look at events that occurred once the ship was
wrecked, from discovering what dead passengers had tried
to take with them to assessing the likelihood of us ever
being able to raise the wreck for more study. Featuring
letters from the liner's passengers and crew and a taste of
the superstitions and creepy coincidences that surround
the ship's sinking, it's a great all-round look at the
incredible facts and stories at the heart of the Titanic's
conception, construction and maiden voyage.
  Titanic Senan Molony,2006 A history of the Titanic
and a recounting of one of the worst maritime disasters in
history.
  The Last True Story of Titanic James Clary,1999
  Titanic's Last Secrets Brad Matsen,2008-10-01 After
rewriting history with their discovery of a Nazi U-boat off
the coast of New Jersey, legendary divers John Chatterton
and Richie Kohler decided to investigate the great
enduring mystery of history's most notorious shipwreck:
Why did Titanic sink as quickly as it did? To answer the
question, Chatterton and Kohler assemble a team of
experts to explore Titanic, study its engineering, and dive
to the wreck of its sister ship, Brittanic, where Titanic's
last secrets may be revealed. Titanic's Last Secrets is a
rollercoaster ride through the shipbuilding history, the
transatlantic luxury liner business, and shipwreck
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forensics. Chatterton and Kohler weave their way through
a labyrinth of clues to discover that Titanic was not the
strong, heroic ship the world thought she was and that the
men who built her covered up her flaws when disaster
struck. If Titanic had remained afloat for just two hours
longer than she did, more than two thousand people would
have lived instead of died, and the myth of the great ship
would be one of rescue instead of tragedy. Titanic's Last
Secrets is the never-before-told story of the Ship of
Dreams, a contemporary adventure that solves a historical
mystery.
  On Board RMS Titanic George Behe,2012-02-29 'It
would make the stones cry to hear those on board
shrieking' - Daniel Buckley, third-class passenger For the
first time, in this moving new book, Titanic's passengers
and crewmen are permitted to tell the story of that
lamentable disaster entirely in their own words. Included
are letters, postcards, diary entries and memoirs that were
written before, during and immediately after the maiden
voyage itself. Many of the pre-sailing documents were
composed by people who later lost their lives in the sinking
and represent the last communications that these people
ever had with their friends and loved ones at home. The
subsequent letters and postcards give an unparalleled
description of the events that occurred during the five days
that Titanic was at sea, and the correspondence by
survivors after the tragedy describes the horror of the
disaster itself and the heartbreak they experienced at the
loss of those they loved. This poignant compilation, by
Titanic expert George Behe, also contains brief biographies
of the passengers and crewmen, victims, as well as
survivors, who wrote the documents in question.
  Titanic: History in an Hour Sinead
Fitzgibbon,2012-03-29 Love history? Know your stuff with
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History in an Hour.
  The Sinking of the Titanic Marcia Amidon
Lusted,2013-08-01 This book relays the factual details of
the sinking of the luxury cruise ship Titanic. The narrative
provides multiple accounts of the event, and readers learn
details from the point of view of a crewmember, a first-
class passenger, and a steerage passenger. This book
offers opportunities to compare and contrast various
perspectives in the text while gathering and analyzing
information about an historical event.
  Report into the Loss of the SS Titanic Samuel
Halpern,Cathy Akers-Jordan,George Behe,Bruce
Beveridge,Mark Chirnside,Tad Fitch,Dave Gittins,Steve
Hall,Lester Mitcham,Charles Weeks,Bill Wormstedt,J. Kent
Layton,2016-09-08 Report into the Loss of the SS Titanic is
a complete re-evaluation of the loss of Titanic based on
evidence that has come to light since the discovery of the
wreck in 1985. This collective undertaking is compiled by
eleven of the world’s foremost Titanic researchers –
experts who have spent many years examining the wealth
of information that has arisen since 1912. Following the
basic layout of the 1912 Wreck Commission Report, this
modern report provides fascinating insights into the ship
itself, the American and British inquiries, the passengers
and crew, the fateful journey and ice warnings received,
the damage and sinking, rescue of survivors, the
circumstances in connection with the SS Californian and
SS Mount Temple, and the aftermath and ramifications
that followed the disaster. The book seeks to answer
controversial questions, such as whether steerage
passengers were detained behind gates, and also reveals
the names and aliases of all passengers and crew who
sailed on Titanic’s maiden voyage. Containing the most
extensively referenced chronology of the voyage ever
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assembled and featuring a wealth of explanatory charts
and diagrams, as well as archive photographs, this
comprehensive volume is the definitive ‘go-to’ reference
book for this ill-fated ship.
  Titanic Captivating History,2018-11-21 Explore the
Captivating History of the Titanic When thinking about the
worst known maritime disaster in history, it is impossible
not to think about all of the lives lost in a single night. One
of the wealthiest men alive (and the wealthiest passenger
aboard the ship) died in the same accident that took the
life of a baby younger than 5 months old in steerage. The
rules that were meant to govern an accident were not
familiar to the crew. Coupled with an inadequate number
of lifeboats for the number of passengers, there was no
chance that every passenger on the ship would survive its
impact with an iceberg in the middle of the night. More
than 100 years after the disaster, the survivors have
passed on, but they left behind harrowing stories that
remind us that every day is something to appreciate. These
stories include love, loss, hope, failure, and everything in
between. It is the tales told by those who survived that
convey the feelings of that fateful night and the reality of
the lives lost. In Titanic: A Captivating Guide to the History
of the Unsinkable Ship RMS Titanic, Including Survivor
Stories and a Real Romance Story, you will discover topics
such as A Predictable, Preventable Disaster From
Beginning of Construction to the Final Launch into History
Basic Mistakes at a High Price A Jolt Followed by the
Worst-Case Scenario A More Human Experience Dorothy
Gibson - Reliving the Experience Ramon Artagaveytia -
Well-Founded Fear Two Gentlemen Meet Their Fate Ann
Elizabeth Isham - For a Best Friend Love Beyond Duty The
Second-Class Passengers Violet Constant Jessop - Survival
of All Three Sisters The Seeds of Love Slander Long After
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the Events From the Wreckage And much, much more! So
if you want to learn more about the Titanic, click add to
cart!
  Exploring the Britannic Simon Mills,2019-03-07
Launched in 1914, two years after the ill-fated voyage of
her sister ship, RMS Titanic, the Britannic was intended to
be superior to her tragic twin in every way. But war
intervened and in 1915 she was requisitioned as a hospital
ship. Just one year later, while on her way to collect troops
wounded in the Balkans campaign, she fell victim to a mine
laid by a German U-boat and tragically sank in the middle
of the Aegean Sea. There her wreck lay, at a depth of 400
feet, until it was discovered 59 years later by legendary
explorer Jacques Cousteau. In 1996 the wreck was bought
by the author of this book, Simon Mills. Exploring the
Britannic tells the complete story of this enigmatic ship:
her construction, launch and life, her fateful last voyage,
and the historical findings resulting from the exploration of
the well-preserved wreck over a period of 40 years. With
remarkable sonar scans and many never before seen
photographs of the wreck, plus the original Harland &
Wolff ship plans, not previously published in their entirety,
Exploring the Britannic finally details how the mysteries
surrounding the 100-year-old enigma were laid to rest, and
what the future might also hold for her.
  All about History Beau Riffenburgh,Hannah
Westlake,2015
  Titanic Patrick Auerbach,2015-12-16 Just before
midnight on April 14, 1912, the RMS Titanic, the largest
ship in the world, hit an iceberg, starting a chain of events
that would ultimately make it history's most famous ship.
In the 100 plus years since it sank on its maiden voyage,
the Titanic has been the subject of endless fascination, as
evidenced by the efforts to find its final resting spot, the
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museums full of its objects, and the countless books,
documentaries, and movies made about the doomed ocean
liner. Thanks to the dramatization of the Titanic's sinking
and the undying interest in the story, millions of people are
familiar with various aspects of the ship's demise, and the
nearly 1,500 people who died in the North Atlantic in the
early morning hours of April 15, 1912. The sinking of the
ship is still nearly as controversial now as it was over one
hundred years ago, and the drama is just as compelling.
Covered in this book are such topics as: 1. History of the
titanic 2. Features, Dimensions and layout 3. Safety Lapses
4. Titanic Sets sailing 5. Tragedy strikes the Titanic 6.
Aftermath of Sinking 7. Survivors of the catastrophe Scroll
to the top and click the BUY button
  Titanic's Last Secret John Hamer,2015-04-13 This
book came about as a result of the years of research
undertaken by the author into the 'real' facts surrounding
the Titanic disaster of 1912 for his previous, non-fiction
work, RMS Olympic, first published in 2013. In that book
he propounded and expanded upon the theory, backed up
with plenty of evidence both provable and circumstantial,
that all was not as it seemed regarding that awful tragedy
of more than a century previously. This story has therefore
been constructed around all the information he unearthed
and although overall the story is fictional, particularly the
latter-day element, much of what happened in the
'flashback' sections is based on actual incidents and
sometimes even on specific conversations that have been
recorded as having actually taken place. In summary, this
novel may be regarded as a 'best guess' as to what really
happened in 1908-1912 culminating in that freezing,
fateful night of so long ago and the author trusts that you,
the reader will both appreciate and even enjoy the
alternative approach to those sad events and acknowledge
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that there is no intention on his part to dishonour the 1500
departed souls or to in any way denigrate either their
memories or their entirely avoidable deaths.
  The Last Night on the Titanic Veronica
Hinke,2023-04-20 Sailing—and making history—on the
cusp of Prohibition, the Titanic defined drinking and dining
styles of the Edwardian era. Societal lines were distinctly
drawn as never before. Laden with never-before-
experienced luxuries in all three classes, the Titanic set an
unprecedented standard and created a time capsule that
continues to draw intense interest even 110 years later.
Veronica Hinke has curated a culinary narrative that
informs and provides new and thrilling insights on what
passengers and crew experienced. The Last Night on the
Titanic is based on carefully researched and studied
historic news articles, menus, and books, as well as dozens
of intimate interviews with experts and family members of
passengers and crew. Recipes related to moving stories of
tragedy and survival are interspersed throughout and easy
for readers to make at home, including: · Recipes for
English spring pea soufflé, apple meringue, and more
mouthwatering Titanic foods · Drink recipes from the
hotels that first class passenger John Jacob Astor IV
established that still carry on today—including the original
martini · True and accurate accounts of the real Margaret
“Unsinkable Molly” Brown · Letters from passengers that
were received days after the sinking, including one to
legendary journalist HV Kaltenborn. · True stories from his
family members about what really happened to Chief Baker
Charles Joughin “We all think about what our last meal
would be. On her maiden voyage, guests on the world’s
most famous passenger ship, the RMS Titanic, were dining
on the finest foods prepared by the best French chefs and
toasting with the best champagne, not knowing that it
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would be their last meal. Veronica Hinke has taken a story
that we all know so well and interwoven delicious recipes
that, while historic and old, are classic and worthy of any
modern-day table. She has unearthed a vibrant culinary
subtext that often left me breathless and dreamy-eyed. She
skillfully captures the magical flavor of a fascinating era in
our history. Two spatulas raised in adulation.” —Chef Art
Smith, former personal chef to Oprah Winfrey “A rich and
fascinating addition to Titanic literature. If a book can be
compared to a soft, warm sweater, that’s exactly how I’d
describe Veronica Hinke’s The Last Night on the Titanic.
The reader will find the text on each page purled with
anecdotes and personal details about the luxury liner’s
passengers and crew and want to snuggle deeper into each
story and recipe.” —Rick Archbold and Dana McCauley, co-
authors, Last Dinner on the Titanic “Congratulations on a
well-researched book!” —Yvonne Hume, Great-niece of
Titanic First Violinist John (“Jock”) Hume
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